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ABSTRACT

Response surface techniques have been developed for obtain-
ing probability distributions of the consequences of postulated
nuclear reactor accidents. In these techniques probability dis-
tributions are assigned to the system and model parameters of the
accident analysis. A limited number of parameter values (called
knot-points) are selected and Input to a deterministic accident
analysis code. The results of the deterministic analyses are
used to generate analytical functions (called response surfaces)
that approximate the accident consequences in terms of selected
system and model parameters. These analytical functions are then
used In a Monte-Carlo type simulation to calculate probability.
distributions and related characteristics of the consequences.
The use of response surfaces leads to considerable savings in
computer time in comparison to direct simulation.

The probabilistic response surface methodology reported in
this paper includes new knot-point selection schemes and response
surface functions, functional transformations of both parameters
and consequence variables, smooth synthesis of regionwise response
surfaces and the treatment of random conditions for conditional
distributions. The computer code PROSA developed for implementing
these techniques is independent of the deterministic accident
analysis codes. It can also be used for direct simulation of g> n-
eral analytical functions. The significance, accuracy and he:
merits of these features are discussed and typical results are
presented for illustration purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of response surface techniques for nuclear
reactor safety analysis Is a relatively new aspect in the proba-
bilistic safety methodology1"5. In general terms, the problem
is to find the probability distribution of an accident conse-
quence variable that is a function of many other random variables,
system and model parameters. The functional relationship between
a consequence variable and the input parameters is not known in
analytical form but only through numerical mechanistic (deter-
ministic) accident analysis codes. For the purpose of alleviat-
ing the obstacle of long-running computer programs in connection
with a Monte-Carlo type -simulation, probabilistic response surface



techniques and a r.elated computer code PROSA have been devel-
oped at ANL. In this procedure, probability distributions are
assigned to the input parameters, and combinations of parameter
values are chosen from these distributions. These combinations
of parameter values are then input to a deterministic accident
analysis code. The results of these deterministic consequence
analyses are used to generate response surfaces for the conse-
quences as functions of the selected system and model Input pa-
rameters. These approximating functions are then used to generate
the probability distributions and joint distributions of the con-
sequences, with random sampling being used to obtain values for
the accident parameters from their distributions. This use of
response surfaces leads to considerable savings in computer time
in comparison to direct simulation.

The PROSA code is designed to be independent of any particu-
lar accident analysis codes. It can be linked with practically
any code that provides "data points" for the response surface
technique. An early version of the PR03A code has been previously
applied to problems on fast reactor core disruptive accidents'* and
sodium fires,6 demonstrating that it can be linked with different
types of accident analysis codes. This paper can be viewed as a
continuation to Ref. 7 in Milch many features of the PROSA code
were described in detail. In Section II the basic response sur-
face techniques of Ref. 7 are summarized. Section III describes
the new knot-point selection schemes and response surface func-
tions, functional transformations of parameters and consequence
variables, weighting of reglonwise response surfaces and the
treatment of random conditions for conditional distributions.
The significance, accuracy and other merits of the above features
are discussed and typical results are presented for Illustration
purposes. A summary and future development needs are presented
In Section IV.

II. BASIC RESPONSE SURFACE TECHNIQUES

The consequences of interest, r,, which might include, for
example, accident energetics and degrees of core and vessel dam-
age, depend on many system and model parameters, z,, z?, ..., z ,

% = c(zls z2, ..., zn) = 5(z) . (1)

The statistical variations of the parameters, z., which include
reactivity coefficients, heat transfer parameters etc., cause
variations in c. It Is possible, in principle, to sample values
of the parameters, z., from their probability distributions and
to calculate z, for a1sufficient number of cases using comprehen-
sive accident analysis codes. However, the long computing times
of such codes often prevent this direct simulation. With response
surface techniques the idea is to find a multivariate analytical
approximation, ? to ^, and perform the accident simulations for
randomly selected values of z with %. Systematical techniques
for minimizing the error |c - Z| In the important domain of z
space are presented In section III.
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Starting from a second-degree response surface, the approxi
mation of a given consequence, ?(z), as a function of the acci-
dent parameters, z,, ..., s , has the following functional form:

k h (r - r )

(Z, - Z,n) • (2)

To determine the unknown coefficients, a set of 1 + 2n + [n(n -
l)/2] knot-points, z, is selected at which the_approximation,
C(z), is made equal to the actual values of L,{Z) calculated by
a deterministic accident analysis code.

The coefficients of Eq. (2) are

Bj = Rjl'(zj0 " Zj2 ) + RJ2"(zJ0
and

where

jl ~ z30)Cs.U ~ 2j

J2
and

where I = z^ = (z-io, z?n' ••*» z n^ ^s ^^e r e f > e r e n c e point, s.,

and z-5 are two other selected values of z. for all j = 1, ..., n,
and Jd J

The components of z not explicitly given as arguments of ?(•) have
their reference values, z« = z.j,.
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The knot-point coordinates Z-QJ Z.-, and z.^ are selected so

that z.n is taken as the mean value of z., and a user-specified

probability truncation limit, P*, is used to calculate z., and

z.p from the conditions,

where f.(z.) is the probability density function of z.. The value

of Ps depends on the problem at hand. If a certain safety char-
acteristic -has to be studied within the 99 per cent confidence
level, a natural choice is P* = 0.01. Eight different distribu-
tions are available in PP.OSA, including uniform, normal, trun-
cated normal, exponential, beta and log-normal distributions.

The knot-points of Eqs. (3) and (H) are illustrated in Fig.
l.A. In this case a single polynomial is used to represent a
consequence in the entire parameter space. In the following
this is called a single-quadrant response surface (SQ).

The second scheme, illustrated in Fig. l.B, provides addi-
tional knot-points so that separate response surfaces can be
generated for each quadrant of Fig. 1, for all pairs z., z, .

Equation (3) can be used in each quadrant separately. This com-
bination of regionwise response surfaces is called a multi-
quadrant surface (MQ). MQ is expected to more accurately predict
the true consequence values than SO. However, the number of de-
terministic calculations required to generate the response sur-
faces is larger, given by 1 + 4n + 2n(n - 1) .

In the simulation phase, the coefficients to be used for a
particular combination of input parameters (sampled from their
distributions) are uniquely determined by the quadrants into
which these parameters fall.

Sensitivity/importance measures7 are used to organize the
individual parameters and the cross terms, respectively, in their
orders of importance. These indicators can be used to eliminate
less important input parameters to focus the more detailed scheme
of Pig. l.B on the important parameters.

The calculation of the mean values, standard deviations and
higher moments of both parameters and response surfaces, the
treatment of correlated input parameters and the calculations of
conditional distributions are described in Ref. 7. The distribu-
tions are obtained in the forms of histograms with 12 and 26
categories. No time-consuming sorting is used in calculating
the histograms: every sample is subtracted by a reference value
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and divided by the. category width to obtain the category address.
Currently, the PROSA code can analyze up to six consequence va-
riables as functions of up to 12 input parameters, simultaneously.
When computer times are quoted in the, following, the computer used
is an IBM 370/195. A typical running time is 1000 simulations per
second with six consequences, and six parameters.

III. ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

1. Knot-point Selection

Two basic knot-point selection schemes were described in
section II. They are illustrated in Fig. l.A and B and are called
single- and multiquadrant knot-point selection schemes, respec-
tively. The following options are also available:

a. Knot-points with randomly-selected coordinates car.
be used. The scheme is illustrated in Fig. l.C but it is not
limited to two dimensions.

b. The knot-point selection distributions may be com-
pletely different (in all cases of Fig. 1) from the true proba-
bility distributions of the parameters. The latter are needed,
of course, In the Monte Carlo simulation part of the analysis.

The first feature allows third-degree response surfaces t~
be fitted to the data whereas the schemes A and B only allow ur
to second-degree polynomials.

The second feature allows the knot-points to be selected :"rom
the region where the response surface has to be most accurate.
Thus, importance distributions (that can be found as conditional
distributions of the input parameters7) can be used for selecting
the knot-points. The second feature also means that no separate
weighting is necessary in the lea.st-squa.res fitting of a response
surface, since selecting the knot-points by a distribution actu-
ally performs the weighting. Further, sensitivity studies with
different sampling distributions can be made without additional
deterministic analyses.

2. Response Surfaces

The single- and multiquadrant response surfaces, re-
ferred to as SQ and MQ, respectively, are obtained by the in-
terpolation equations (3). Least-squares fitting with associated
error-analysis techniques provide following features:

a. A multivariate second-degree response surface can
be fitted to the systematical knot-points of Fig. l.B. This
surface is denoted by MQF.

b. Multxvariate second- and third-degree response
surfaces can be fitted to the random knot-points of Fig. l.C.
These surfaces are denoted as RF2 and RF3, respectively.
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c. Maximum positive and negative errors as well as the
mean-square error of the fitted response surfaces are calculated
in the knot-points. This provides a convenient means to estimate
the accuracy and adequacy of response surfaces.

Mot only the accuracy, but also the number of knot-points
needed (= number of deterministic accident analyses) is an impor-
tant factor directly related to the cost of the analysis. Table I
lists the minimum number of knot-points for the response surfaces
SQ, MQ, MQF, RF2, and RF3 as functions of the number N of input

•XT

parameters. The number PC = 21 + 2N + 1 is given for comparison,
since it would be the number of knot-points in a factorial com-
posite design.8

Table I. Minimum Number of Knot-Points

for the Fesoor.se Surfaces *

N

1

2

3

6

10

15

SQ and RF2

3

6

10

15

28

66

136

Number of Knot

MQ and MQF

5

13

25

41

85

221

481

Points

RF3

4

10

20

35

84

286

816

FC

(3)

9

15

25

77

1045

32799

aThe acronyms N, SQ, RF2, etc., are defined in the text.

The simplest response surfaces, SO or FF2, are normally used when
II is la1"re. The more refined surfaces are used v:ith small H,
after the less important parameters have been eliminated. Con-
cerning the accuracy, we expect FF2 to be more accurate than SQ
in the central part of the distribution, but SQ may be more accu-
rate in the tail area. This follows from the knot-point selec-
tion schemes. As a second-degree surface, MQF cannot be much
better than RF2 or SQ but it provides conservative upper limits
for the errors of MQ. MQ and RF3 should be superior to the
others, since they are most flexible in predicting the true
functionality of the consequence variables.

To verify the above expectations, the steady state maximum
fuel temperature and the maximum clad temperature in a reactor
with cylindrical fuel elements was selected for an example. The
equations for these quantities are well known9 and complicated
enough not to reveal any linear or quadratic dependence in advance,
This example has been used before in another context,10 and the
Input parameters and their distributions are taken from Ref. 10.
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The mean values and higher central moments were first cal-
culated with different response surfaces. The mean values and
the variances are relatively accurate for all response surfaces,
but the third and fourth moments are most accurate with MQ and
RP3. The higher the moment, the more erroneous the values gen-
erated by RF2 and SO. These results reflect the fact that the
first two moments usually depend on the central part of the dis-
tribution, where all response surfaces are relatively accurate,
whereas higher moments depend on the tails, where ?'1Q and RF3 more
accurately predict the true function.

When the accuracy of the fitted surfaces was analyzed in
their own knot-points, the errors of RF3 were smaller by an order
of magnitude than the errors of RF2 and MQF. However, the errors
of both RF2 and RF3 were large in the systematical knot-points of
Fig. l.B, even larger than the errors of MQF. The errors of MQ
are zero, of course, in the knot-points of Fig. I.E.

The lower tails of the fuel-temperature distribution are
presented in Fig. 2, obtained with different response surfaces.
The remarkable accuracy of the MQ surface may be associated to
the following features:

a. MO is in fact a combination of many regionwise response
surfaces and therefore flexible to fit to the data.

b. The knot-points for P.O. emphasise the tail areas of the
distributions.

c. One or two parameters often explain most of the varia-
tion; three-parameter interaction terms are seldom important.

The random knot-points for RF2 and RF3 could also be se-
lected from a wider distribution, thereby making these surfaces
more accurate in the tail areas.

What can be said about the theoretical accuracy of I"C
compared to that of the fitted surface MQF? The latter can be
estimated from the residual errors of the least-squares fit .
It seems that the theory is readily available only for a one-
dimensional (one parameter) case and requires an estimate for the
third derivative of x, in the interpolation interval.11 It can be
shown, for example, that if z, is a third-degree polynomial around
the reference point and e is the third-degree term, then the maxi-
mum error of MQF is 0.25 I UlI and that of MQ is 0.05 j |E||, where
||e|| is the maximum absolute value of e in the interval. (Equal-
ly spaced knot-points are assumed in this case.)

3. Functional Transformations

The accuracy of a response surface depends on the higher
order derivatives of the consequence variable.11 To improve the
accuracy, the consequence function can be smoothed by functional
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transformations. The pvrpose of making transformations is to be
able to use a response surface of simple form in the transformed
variables rather than a more complicated one in the original
variables.12 Table II illustrates the efficiency of logarithmic
and product transformations in estimating the time of pin failure,
T, and the peak power in case of a reactivity transient in the
Fast Flux Test facility. The ramp rates of 5, 20 and 100 cents/s
were selected as knot-points for this one parameter case. The
accuracy of different approximations at the ramp rates 10, ^0 ar.d
300 cents/s can be compared in T'able II. Mote, for example, that
£n(T) is an almost linear function of £n(R).

Table II. Quadratic Approximation of the HEDL-TO? Ftudv"

"'n I.''-?

^his example illustrates that a. flexible set of functional
transformations is a necessity for efficient response surface
techniques. The ^ollowinp- transformations are available In the
PROSA-code:

a. y = (x - a) , b j ^ O ;

b. y = £n(x - a) , x > a ;

c. y = exp (x ~ aj , b 7* 0 ;

-) > b jt 0 ;

x - b , a ^ b ; (5)

where x is the original parameter or consequence and y Is the
transformed parameter or consequence, respectively.

11,2-8
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The constants, a and b of the transformations should be se-
lected such that the residual errors of the consequences are
minimized or reduced to a satisfactory level. Tt should be
noticed that only the surface fitting part of PROSA is needed
when searching for optimal transformations: no additional
accident simulations or Monte-Carlo calculations are needed.
The residual errors of each trial appear on the output. Due to
the low cost of running PROSA, this searching process is eco-
nomically feasible.

Transformations have been applied to the fuel temperature
problem used in Fig. 2. The maximum positive and nesative errors
of the fitted response surface F'QF of the maximum fuel temperature
without any transformations are +29.2°C and -65.1°O. With the
logarithmic transformation b. for the fuel temperature, the err:r~.
are +11.0°C and -39.8°C. With an exponential transformation c.
for the fuel thermal conductivity, the errors are +11.1°C and
-3?.2°C. respectively. When both transformations are combined,
the errors are only +3.^°C and -l8.2°C, respectively. These
errors are small compared to the standard deviation l;'n°C of the
maximum fuel temperature. (The mean value is 1290°C in this
example.)

it. Weighting Regionwise Response Surfaces

The regionwise response surfaces MQ, associated v;lth
Fig. l.Ej are rrult ivariate second-degree polynomials with coef-
ficients different in different regions ("quadrants") of the
parameter space. The response surface is continuous at the re-
gion boundaries, but the derivatives may be discontinuous. To
make the derivatives also continuous and to Iir.rrove accuracy, a
weighting method has been developed that mal-rcs the resultanr- sur-
face a smooth synthesis of the regionwise surfaces. The sane
purpose could be achieved by using so-called spline functions for
functions of one variable, but the theory of splines is not yet
well-develoDed for functions of many variables.

With weighting, the coefficients of the quadratic response
surface are continuous functions of the parameters. For example,
the linear-term coefficients B. of the resultant surface are

J

B. =

+ W J 3 ( Z J ) B J 3 ] / C W J « + W J 0

w h e r e B . j , i s o b t a i n e d f r o m d a t a i n t h e k n o t - p o i n t s z . p , z . - a , z . n

o f F i g . l . B , B . Q i n t h e k n o t - p o i n t s z . ^ , z . Q , z a n d B . _ i n t h e

k i tk n o t - p o i n t s Z . Q , z . , , z ^ a n d
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A similar weighting principle is performed for the C.-and
D.,-coefficients.

Studies with third-degree surfaces have indicated that opti-
mal value for p is about 0.33. With p = 0.33, the maximum error
of the synthesis response surface is one-third of the maximum
error of the individual regionwise surfaces (which in turn are by
a factor of 5 more accurate than MOP, as indicated in section
III.2). In general, the optimal value of p depends on the form
of the actual surface. Numerical studies indicate that values
between 0.3 and 0.H generally improve the accuracy. Smaller
values do not perform efficient smoothing and larger values de-
stroy the flexibility by averaging too much. Use of the weighting
routine increases the computer running time by about 30 per cent.

Transformations reported in the orevious section may be used
with any response surface. With MQF, after a good transformation
has been found, final refinement of the response surface can be
made by weighting MO. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of weighting
on the distribution of the reactor power in a loss-of-flov.T acci-
dent studied in Ref. 7. The weighted response surface is denoted
by MOW. An effective transformation would bring all the distribu-
tions of Pig. 3 close to each other.

'r. Function Sampling

If the interesting variables (''consequences," from our
point of view) are known in analytical form, they can be pro-
grammed directly into a subroutine of FROSA. In this case, no ex-
ternal deterministic calculations are needed. The values are
calculated in every simulation ?ycle directly from the eauations
without any response surfaces. The distributions so obtained are
exact, in principle, the accuracy being determined by the sample
size only. This feature is useful in safety areas such as re-
liability analysis where interesting quantities are known in
analytical form.

This technique was applied to obtain the exact distribution
in Fig. 2. As another example, the unavailability of the sample
fault tree of Ref. 13 was analyzed, essentially dublicating the
results. Different failure classes (single component failures,
double component failures, test and maintenance contribution,
common mode failures and system failures) can be analyzed simul-
taneously. The computer running time in this case was 10s for
10000 simulations (IBM 370/195). Compared to the SAMPLE program
used in Ref. 13, PROSA has a different selection of input distri-
butions, can handle partially correlated input parameters and
forms the histograms without comparative sorting.
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6. Random Criteria for Conditional Distributions

In certain cases interesting consequences .(.e.g.... fail-
ures) appear only when some criteria function exceeds a critical
value. A procedure for calculating conditional distributions
under such criteria is available and has been extended for more
general problems in which the criteria values (conditions) src
random variables. The importance of this feature can be illus-
trated by an example from structural meorr^i^s. Even if :•_
structure, e.g., a primary vessel, is designed for a specific
load, the actual strength of the structure is a random variable.
When evaluating failure probabilities, and distributions of other
consequences such as the amount of leakage when failure occurs,
we must treat not only the loads but also the failure criteria as
random variables. The FROSA code does this automatically in
every simulation cycle without a separate evaluation of the
overlapping of the stress and strength distributions. studies of
this kind are important for evaluating the margin of safety or
the degree of conservatism in structural-design guides. Current
analytical stress-strength interference techniquesx4 only address
the question of failure probability, not the concurrent distribu-
tions of third variables such as the leakage.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, response surface techniques have been developed
with several optional knot-point selection schemes, interpelptIon
schemes and fitted second- and third-degree surfaces. Techniques
have also been developed for estimating and iir.orovins: the accuracy
of the surfaces by transformations and by smoothing. The relative
merits of these features have been discussed, including the
options for function sampling and for conditional distributions
with random criteria. Typical results have been presented for
illustration purposes. Quantitative error estimation capability
makes these techniques a sound basis for probabilistic analysis c:
the consequences of postulated accidents in cases where direct
simulation is too expensive.

Further development Is needed in the area of threshold ef-
fects when the consequence variable or its derivative is discon-
tinuous and different response surfaces are needed on different
sides of the threshold. Another area for future development is
the identification of most Important parameters of large accident
analysis codes. Table I indicates that response surface tech-
niques are feasible if the number of variable Input parameters is
relatively small. Variants of so called "group screening" tech-
niques should be useful for identifying Important parameters from
relatively few randomly selected data points.
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